
SIMPLE leverages a first-of-
its-kind distributed intelligent 
system to extend your 
current expertise deeper  
and wider than any person,  
or group of people could 
achieve on their own.

SIMPLE leverages expert 
visual tools and intelligent 
systems through a platform 
that works everywhere, on 
everything, to solve the issues 
that are most challenging for 
your organization.

SIMPLE leverages patented 
technology to transform 
your Domain Expertise 
into visually controlled, 
encapsulated tools that 
empower the rest of  
your organization. 

SIMPLE 
Knowledge

SIMPLE 
Intelligence

SIMPLE 
Solutions

From knowing how to best configure a system, to understanding 
your most complex business processes, Domain Experts are 
critical to your success.  As human resources, however, they are 
limited compared to the boundless potential of their knowledge.

SIMPLE embraces your expert knowledge to transform  
major challenges into exciting new opportunities.

SIMPLE Systems
Secure Integrated ML Platform Leveraging Expertise (SIMPLE)

Capturing Your Domain Expertise and Using It in 
Ways You Never Thought Possible
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Contact Bear Systems today to learn how SIMPLE 
Solutions can capture your domain expertise and 
enable your company to securely realize its potential. 

SIMPLE Security
Bear Systems has created an exciting new paradigm that overcomes all of the issues 
facing cybersecurity today, and in the future.  Leveraging the power of SIMPLE, Bear 
Systems proactively identifies, isolates, and overcomes any threat, in any system, at 
scale, with no unwanted disruptions, and without requiring experts in operations. This 
powerful new paradigm enables Bear Systems to securely embrace your expert’s 
knowledge and safely transform challenges into exciting new opportunities.

SIMPLE Energy
Centralized top-down approaches attempting to optimize energy utilization across 
traditional and smart grids has failed. SIMPLE Energy builds from the bottom up, to 
enable and enforce complex rules on each device and empower visual management at 
scale through expert-driven Energy Profiles.

SIMPLE Smart Cities
Smart cities, smart buildings, and smart devices are comprised of millions of diverse 
sensors and actuators that require a secure unified management solution. SIMPLE 
Smart Cities provides that solution by enabling vendor agnostic control across all 
devices and communications through dynamic Smart Policies.

SIMPLE Missions
The military operates across a wide range of diverse environments, and often through 
hostile territory. With a wide arrays of unique challenges to continuously overcome, 
SIMPLE Missions provides a unified platform that enables Military Expert Profiles to 
extend core domain knowledge in a secure manner. With SIMPLE Missions, soldiers 
will always be able to communicate safely, even through enemy networks, leveraging 
the best visualization tools and technical capabilities.

SIMPLE reduces your challenges into discrete secure 
responses that are privately controlled by your people, 
and automated across your enterprise. 

This unique intelligence-based approach addresses a 
large range of objectives across many different verticals.
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